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Abstract: Venomic research, powered by techniques adapted from proteomics, transcriptomics, and
genomics, seeks to unravel the diversity and complexity of venom through which knowledge can be
applied in the treatment of envenoming, biodiscovery, and conservation. Snake venom proteomics
is most extensively studied, but the methods varied widely, creating a massive amount of informa-
tion which complicates data comparison and interpretation. Advancement in mass spectrometry
technology, accompanied by growing databases and sophisticated bioinformatic tools, has overcome
earlier limitations of protein identification. The progress, however, remains challenged by limited
accessibility to samples, non-standardized quantitative methods, and biased interpretation of -omic
data. Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies enable high-throughput venom-gland tran-
scriptomics and genomics, complementing venom proteomics by providing deeper insights into the
structural diversity, differential expression, regulation and functional interaction of the toxin genes.
Venomic tissue sampling is, however, difficult due to strict regulations on wildlife use and transfer of
biological materials in some countries. Limited resources for techniques and funding are among other
pertinent issues that impede the progress of venomics, particularly in less developed regions and
for neglected species. Genuine collaboration between international researchers, due recognition of
regional experts by global organizations (e.g., WHO), and improved distribution of research support,
should be embraced.

Keywords: venom; toxin; protein decomplexation; next-generation sequencing; proteomics;
transcriptomics; genomics

Key Contribution: The paper provides an overview of the basics, updates, and challenges in the field
of snake venomics. Strengths and weaknesses of different concepts and practices are discussed, and
the implications on the global effort to solve the problem of snakebite envenoming are addressed.

1. Venom: What’s in Thy Name?

“The beginning of right wisdom (politics) is to call things (people) by their right
names.”—This saying from The Analects of Confucius perhaps justifies humans’ compulsion
to name things for orderliness. In biology, Nature itself is forever messy (though elegant),
and science is merely tentative as concepts, ideas, and nomenclatures/definitions continue
to be revised. Thus, when discussing venomics, we first ought to ask, what is venom? Then
we should learn to know more: Where does it come from? What is venom for? How does it work?
Fundamental questions like these, nevertheless, easily spark critical debate among scientists
(toxinologists, to be exact). To our benefit, there is a fairly widespread consensus nowadays
regarding the definition of venom: It is a biological secretion produced by specialized
cells or tissues in a venomous animal, stored in the cells or glandular lumens, and actively
delivered into another animal by inflicting a wound (no matter how small) through a
specific suite of behavior for predation, diet, defense, or other ecological interactions [1,2].
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Now one should be able to quickly discern between venom and poison—the latter is
traditionally regarded as “any kind of toxic substance”, which could be natural or synthetic,
actively or passively delivered, and has an existence not confined to the Animal Kingdom.
Venomous animals are widespread; they are distributed across various phyla, from minia-
ture invertebrates, such as the Irukanji jellyfish, to mammals, such as the platypus. The
functional phenotype of being able to de novo synthesize and utilize venom to the success
of survival is an evolutionarily defining adaptive trait. For many predatory animals, venom
is indispensable for hunting and digestion of prey. In others, venom is used for defense
against predators, typically by inducing pain. Also, venom plays important roles in some
ecological interactions, such as intraspecific competition (e.g., platypus) [3], conspecific com-
munication (e.g., wasps) [4], chemical detoxification (e.g., formicine ants) [5], and detection
of ambushed then envenomed prey (e.g., rattlesnakes) [6]. Of the many different venomous
taxa, snakes and their venoms are perhaps the most extensively studied for their medical
importance in two somewhat contradictory aspects: (1) Snakebite—a deadly interaction
vexing humans for millennia that is still unresolved [7,8]; (2) Bioprospecting potential—
venom contains myriad pharmacologically active components (toxins) that are naturally
chiseled against the mammalian physiology, serving as leads for drug discovery [9,10].

The development of venomous phenotypes facilitated the shift from a mechanical
to a more efficient biochemical method of predation in snakes (order: Serpentes), and is
believed to be responsible for their rapid diversification and enormous expansion across the
globe [11]. The evolutionary history of snake venom is, however, debatable and unresolved.
Prior to 2014, the dominant view was that the reptilian venoms originated just once circa
170 million years ago within a clade named “Toxicofera”, proposed based on the presence
of similar venom proteins by nuclear gene sequencing, and homology of venom-delivery
system in a number of lizards and snakes [12,13]. Under the toxicoferan (single-origin)
hypothesis, the original toxicoferan venom was assembled in a pair of oral glands and
subsequently diversified in various lineages including Serpentes, Anguimorpha, and
Iguania. The toxicoferans then evolved independently along with their means of injecting
venom into prey, such as the evolution of a front-fanged venom-delivery system from the
ancestral rear-fanged system. The single-origin hypothesis suggests that the mechanism of
evolution in most cases has been gene duplication followed by natural selection for adaptive
traits [14]. The various means of venom adaptation created a considerable debate about the
definition of venom and venomous snakes [15,16]. Subsequent studies demonstrated that
many of the so-called venom protein genes had highly expressed homologs in other bodily
tissues of non-venomous snakes, e.g., the Burmese python [17,18], suggesting that pythons
represented a period in snake evolution before major venom development, whereas most
venom evolution took place after the venomous caenophidian or colubroidian snakes
diverged from other snakes, accompanied with an expansion of venom gene families. This
school of thought (independent origin hypothesis) holds the view that snake venoms had
evolved more than once, independently, in numerous lineages.

2. Venomics: The Unravelling Tool

Regardless of the debatable venom origin, snake venom aptly illustrates the composi-
tion complexity of toxins shaped by selection pressure and reflects the functional adaptions
of snakes to diverse niches. As complex mixtures of bioactive proteins and peptides (col-
lectively called toxins), snake venoms tend to be inherently variable within and between
species [19–21]. Medically motivated snake venom research has since mainly targeted the
following aspects: (a) the genetic, biochemical, and physicochemical properties of snake
venoms; (b) the mechanisms of action and potential uses therefrom; (c) the management
of snakebite envenoming as in developing diagnostics, antidotes including antivenom,
and strategic protocol of treatment. What lies in the core knowledge body is the details
of venom composition that must be demonstratable through gene and protein profiling
to allow a deeper quest into the structures, activities, functionality, and application of the
toxins [22,23].
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In this regard, the advent of OMICS technology has completely revolutionized the
study of venom composition. Dr. Juan J. Calvete from the Instituto de Biomedicina de
Valencia pioneered the field, and the term “venomics” has since been coined to denote the
global profiling of venom by means of proteomics (on the secreted product), transcriptomics
(on venom-secreting tissue or organ, e.g., venom gland) and genomics (on any body tissue),
coupled with bioinformatic studies [24–26]. At present, venomics is used quite commonly
in the field to represent “proteomics of venom” to the extent that both are applied almost
interchangeably. Venomics earns its glamor and popularity for a reason: Prior to the
venomic era, bioassay-guided protein purification was the only platform to identify and
characterize protein components of interest in snake venom; hence, comprehensive profiling
of global proteins and genes, and the elucidation of their dynamic crosstalk were just
unrealistic back then. The venomic strategy opens a totally new chapter into the pursuit of
this knowledge. Readily supported by new sequencing techniques for protein/peptide,
RNA and DNA, as well as the rapidly expanding databases, knowledge-bases and bio-
computing algorithms, venomics allows high throughput comprehensive study that yields
enormous data for a venom’s global constitution, even for minor components that exist in
a very low quantity in the sample [27,28]. This revolutionizing breakthrough by venomics
has propelled tremendous growth of the knowledge body on various aspects, including
venom evolution, toxin functionality, pathophysiology and treatment of envenomation,
antivenom production, and biodiscovery (Figure 1) [29–31].

Figure 1. Venomics: Advancing proteomic, transcriptomic, and genomic platforms, supported by
high-throughput sequencing techniques for protein/peptide, RNA and DNA, growing databases,
knowledge-bases and bio-computing algorithms, which drive the advancement of venomics. Ven-
omics contributes toward the knowledge of venom evolution, toxin functionality, pathophysiology,
and treatment of envenomation, and paves the way for biodiscovery, as well as improvement of
antivenom production.

3. Strategies in Venomics: No ‘One-Size-Fits-All’

The progression of venomics, since its inception, has always been reliant on and lim-
ited by the advancement of technology, which is fast evolving. In every few other years,
a number of reviews will be published comparing the different venomic workflows, in
particular on snake venoms [25,32–34]. Ostensibly, a single analytical method is insuf-
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ficient to unravel the complexity of living systems, and each approach has its strengths
and limitations. The technical and conceptual frameworks of venomics advanced and
diversified over time with increasing flexibility, which allows the methodology to mold and
fit according to the sample conditions, research objectives, and resources available at a time.
The conceptual framework of current venomics, incorporating proteomics, transcriptomics,
and genomics, is illustrated in Figure 2. Recent modification and variation of methods and
techniques are incorporated in the overview depicted by snake venomics.

Figure 2. Venomic workflow incorporating proteomics, transcriptomics, and genomics. Proteomics
utilizes venom (proteins) and adopts various profiling approaches, which can be briefly classified into
decomplexation (involving venom fractionation by chromatography and gel electrophoresis) and non-
decomplexation strategies (using unfractionated whole venom), followed by amino acid sequencing
applying mass spectrometry. Bottom-up proteomics is the conventional and most commonly used
technique, whereas top-down (and middle-down) sequencing are emerging methods that offer
new insights in recent venomics. Transcriptomics and genomics require tissue samples from the
venomous animals for RNA/DNA extraction. Next-generation sequencing (NGS) of nucleotides is a
massively parallel sequencing technology that offers ultra-high throughput, scalability, and speed for
transcriptome and genome assembly.
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3.1. Proteomics of Snake Venom

Proteomics of snake venom is by far the most popular and common study in venomics.
The process begins with venom collection, a simple but critical step which has tremendous
impact on the downstream analysis and data interpretation. Manual “milking” of venom is
by far the most common method employed for venom extraction from living venomous
animals including snakes (Figure 1) and arthropods [29,35,36], in contrast to venom ob-
tained by surgical extraction from dissected tissues, such as in cnidarian jellyfishes [37].
The venom collected can be directly stored in −20 ◦C or snap-frozen at −80 ◦C, while most
researchers prefer to lyophilize or freeze-dry the samples for long-term stability of the
contents. The sample quality control, traceability, and standard operating procedures for
reproducibility of study should be emphasized throughout the process of venom collection.
The specimen must be correctly authenticated (viz, the exact species) and the extent of sam-
pling must be determined (viz, the number, sex, and geographical origin of the specimen)
where possible to ensure the validity of species, the representativeness of specimen, and
data reproducibility.

3.1.1. Evolutionary Significance and Medical Importance: A Case of Cobra (Naja spp.)

Animal venom composition and function can vary remarkably between different
species (inter-species) and even within the same (intra-species). Intra-species variation of
snake venom has been widely recognized, attributed to differences in their geographical
distribution, developmental stage (ontogenic influence), and sex [38–42]. The evolution-
ary drivers of variation will vary depending on the primary function(s) of the venom of
individual species (or a particular population) in the context of the ecological niche that
it occupies, and the extent of the variation will be partly modulated by any constraints
acting on the system [43]. The ensuing functional variances can impact the venom toxicity
and protein antigenicity, resulting in variability of antivenom effectiveness for the treat-
ment of snakebite envenomation [20,44–46]. With venomics, it is possible to achieve high
throughput profiling of different venom collections that originated from a same species,
thereby shedding light on the intra-species variation. The same approach can be applied
on a genus-wide scale, where the venom proteomes of congeneric species are compared
for inter-species variation, especially those which form complex species [47–49]. A num-
ber of studies have, individually or collectively, demonstrated in a phylogeographical
context the impact of venom variation on the venom toxicity and neutralizing efficacy of
antivenom. An example is illustrated in Figure 3, with a reference to Asiatic cobras (genus:
Naja; subgenus: Naja), which are medically important venomous snakes distributed widely
throughout Asia. Genus-wide proteomics reveals the dominance of two toxin families,
i.e., three-finger toxins (3FTX, constituting > 50% of total venom proteins) followed by
phospholipases A2 (PLA2) in the venom proteomes of virtually all Asiatic cobras. The
subtypes and relative abundances of the toxins within each family, however, vary across
different species, and this has important implications on the toxic manifestation of enven-
oming and its treatment. In envenoming caused by cobras, both short-chain and long-chain
alpha-neurotoxins (subtypes of 3FTX, abbreviated as SNTX and LNTX, respectively) are
the principal toxins responsible for neurotoxicity and death, and the abundance of these
toxins in a cobra’s venom is found to correlate positively with the lethal potency (gauged
by the intravenous median lethal dose, i.v. LD50) of the venom. SNTX has a weaker binding
affinity to human nicotinic acetylcholine receptors compared with LNTX [50], but whether
or not this is translated to a lower lethality in envenoming is probably inconclusive, as both
are equally potent (LD50 ~0.1–0.2 µg/g in rodents, intravenously), and in real envenoming
where whole venom is injected, the effect will be overwhelmed by toxins that are more
abundantly present [51,52]. The neutralization activity of most antivenom products against
SNTX appears to be lower than LNTX, presumably due to SNTX’s limited antigenicity, but
this requires further validation [53,54].

A closer look at the cobra venom proteomes and their phylogeographical relationship
(Figure 3) reveals a phenotypic venom dichotomy, characterized by the dominant expression
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of SNTX or LNTX in venoms—as the Asiatic cobras dispersed eastward, the functional
role of LNTX appears to be replaced by the evolutionarily more derived short-chain form
of alpha-neurotoxins (SNTX), to the extent of virtually only SNTX are expressed in place
of LNTX in the venoms of N. atra of Taiwan, N. kaouthia of Vietnam, N. philippinensis and
N. samarensis of the Philippines. The Asiatic cobras (subgenus: Naja) are thought to be
descendants of the African cobras following a single invasion (from Africa into Asia), and
except for N. naja and N. oxiana, all other members of the subgenus have fully or partially
evolved the spitting behavior [55,56]. Intriguingly, the African spitting cobras (subgenus:
Afronaja) also exhibit an exclusive phenotype of biased expression toward only SNTX
(in place of LNTX) in the venoms [57], in contrast to the African non-spitters of N. haje
(subgenus: Uraeus) and N. melanoleuca (subgenus: Boulengerina) complexes, which produce
significant amounts of LNTX [58,59]. The phenomenon indicates an alternative view of the
origin of Asiatic cobras, where there are possibly two independently evolved clades in Asia,
represented by the non-spitters (e.g., N. naja) and spitters (those with fully evolved spitting
behavior, such as N. sputatrix, and partially evolved ones, such as N. atra and N. kaouthia),
corresponding to the invasion of African non-spitting and spitting cobras, respectively.

On the other hand, all Asiatic cobra venoms contain various acidic PLA2, but only
certain species of Asiatic cobras, e.g., Naja sputatrix, produce basic PLA2 in addition to the
acidic forms. While the acidic PLA2 in cobra venom generally lack lethal activity, the basic
PLA2 is lethal to mice and its toxicity possibly contribute to the cytotoxic and pain-inducing
nature of the venoms of spitting cobras, perhaps in synergism with the cardiotoxins or
cytotoxins [53,60–62]. In line with this, abundant basic PLA2 have also been found in the
venom proteomes of African spitting cobras (subgenus: Afronaja) [57]. The PLA2, however,
is not ubiquitous, as emerging evidence showed that the venoms of African non-spitting
cobras (subgenus: Uraeus) are void of, or contain very little, secretory PLA2 [61,63,64]. Also,
the cytotoxicity of cobra venoms has been shown to be a defensive innovation associated
with hooding behavior and might have facilitated the evolution of defensive spitting in
cobras [62]. Still, in some exceptional cases, such as the Philippine Cobra (N. philippinensis)
and Samar Cobra (N. samarensis), their spitting behavior and the presence of cytotoxins in
the venom do not fully conform to anticipated high cytotoxicity or severe tissue necrosis
in envenoming [51,65,66]. This further indicates the high variability of cobra venom with
regard to toxin function as well as toxin composition.

Therefore, the comparison of venom profiles across cobra species, which is made
possible by venomics, unveils the importance of recognizing the inter-species variation
in terms of subtypes (proteoforms) and relative abundances of the toxins. The venom
toxicity and pathophysiology of envenoming can differ substantially between cobra species;
hence, the treatment strategy should be tailored according to the para-specific spectrum and
geographical utility of antivenom. To understand the limitation of neutralizing capacity, an
antivenom product should be assessed for its efficacy and potency of neutralization against
the individual lethal toxins in the venoms [67]. The production can be improved thereby
based on the predominant type of toxins according to species and regionality. In this context,
it has been shown that by pooling the relevant toxins from various species into a venom
immunogen presenting a diverse toxin repertoire, a poly-specific, pan-regional antivenom
that confers a greater neutralization spectrum against many cobras in different regions
can be developed [68,69]. This approach, however, requires deep understanding of the
venom composition variation of diverse snake specimens. Snake venom proteomics is thus
a promising tool that can be applied, provided the methodology is well designed to capture
both qualitative and quantitative details of the venom proteomes, as discussed below.
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Figure 3. Snake venom proteomes of selected major cobra species in Asia (genus: Naja, subgeneus:
Naja), investigated with venomic approaches that allow differentiation of three-finger toxin subtypes
(e.g., SNTX, LNTX, CTX) and quantitation of relative protein abundances (in terms of % of total
venom proteins). Genus-wide comparison and geographical mapping reveal a phenotypic venom
dichotomy, characterized by the dominant expression of either SNTX (short-chain alpha-neurotoxins)
or LNTX (long-chain alpha-neurotoxins) as the principal lethal toxins that mediate neuromuscular
paralysis in envenoming caused by cobras. The neurotoxicity of Naja naja (Indian Cobra) venom
is induced primarily by LNTX, while as cobras dispersed eastward, this functional role appears to
be gradually taken over by the evolutionarily more derived short-chain form of alpha-neurotoxins
(SNTX). In at least four occasions, there were only SNTX but no LNTX found in the venom proteomes:
Naja atra of Taiwan, Naja kaouthia of Vietnam, Naja philippinensis and Naja samarensis of The Philippines.
The LNTX/SNTX dichotomy has evolutionary significance and medical implications (see text). SNTX:
Short-chain alpha-neurotoxin; LNTX: Long-chin alpha-neurotoxin; CTX: Cardiotoxin or cytotoxin;
Other proteins include non-conventional there-finger toxins (dotted grey). Inlet shows a simplified
phylogenetic tree of Naja cobras modified from Wallach et al. [70] and Kazemi et al. [56], illustrating
the relative phylogeographical positions of Asiatic cobras (note: N. atra and N. kaouthia are considered
to have partially evolved spitting behaviors). Representative structures of LNTX and SNTX were
from the PDB Database (PDB entries: 1CTX and 1COE, respectively). References for proteomes: N.
naja (Pakistan [71], Rajasthan of India [72], Tamil Nadu of India (unpublished), Sri Lanka [73]), N.
kaouthia (Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam) [29], N. sputatrix (Java of Indonesia) [53], N. atra (China [74],
Taiwan [75]), N. philippinensis (northern Philippines) [51], N. samarensis (southern Philippines) [65].

3.1.2. Decomplexation vs. Non-Decomplexation Methods

The proteomic methods used in snake venomics vary from one study to another.
Notwithstanding the varying methodologies, one fundamental key principle should al-
ways be observed: The work should provide identities of the proteoforms that are validated
and annotated as non-redundant protein subtypes, along with their individual relative
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abundances that constitute the total venom proteins. Most studies, inspired by the ini-
tial venomic workflow [76], subject the venom sample to fractionation through protein
separation techniques, such as chromatography and/or gel electrophoresis prior to mass
spectrometry (MS) analysis (viz. decomplexation proteomics). In chromatography-based
techniques, various types of columns can be applied (independently or sequentially, with
separation based on the differences in protein ionic charges, hydrophobicity or molecular
mass) but the most commonly used is a C18 reverse-phase column coupled to high per-
formance liquid chromatography (HPLC) [24,77–80]. In a gel-based method, the venom
proteins will be separated by protein differences in the isoelectric point (pI) followed by
their molecular weight on a 2D SDS-PAGE (sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis) [81,82], or simply 1D SDS-PAGE [83,84]. The mainstream and commonly
used strategy for venom-decomplexation is, nevertheless, performed by subjecting the
venom fractions from C18 reverse-phase HPLC to 1D SDS-PAGE under reducing and/or
non-reducing conditions [24,85]. Often, the chromatographic separation method is pre-
ferred over the gel-based method used alone for better protein resolution and its advantage
in estimating the protein abundance based on the peak area of chromatogram (area under
the curve), which offers a more reliable way of quantitation than relying fully on the inten-
sity of gel band/spot [86]. The use of HPLC also allows optimization of the elution profile
through adjusting the gradient percentage of eluting buffer or solvent and the time course
of chromatography. Moreover, successful identification of the protein therefrom can facili-
tate further studies where toxins of interest can be readily isolated chromatographically
for characterization. Hence, the chromatography-based protein decomplexing method,
although seemingly laborious, is rewarding: (1) It drives biodiscovery for potentially thera-
peutic compounds in snake venom [31,87,88]; (2) It allows the determination of principal
toxin(s) in a venom, and the interpretation of the strength and limitation of antivenom
products in neutralizing the venom toxicity [53,89–91]; (3) It provides a means of collection
of key toxins from different snake venoms, thereby facilitating the reformulation of venom
immunogen mixture for improved antivenom production [69].

In C18 reverse-phase HPLC, the venom proteins bind to the stationary phase of the C18
beads in the column through hydrophobic interaction. The binding by more hydrophobic
proteins is generally stronger. The mobile phase is composed of an aqueous blend of water
with a miscible, polar organic solvent, e.g., acetonitrile, delivered under high pressure.
The flow of the solvent (mobile phase) elutes the venom proteins following a step-wise
increase of acetonitrile concentration over an extended time. In a typical workflow, as the
proteins are eluted, they are collected into different fractions visualized on SDS-PAGE under
reducing conditions in their monomeric form (Figure 4) [86]. On the other hand, in the non-
decomplexation study, the venom is not subjected to any biochemical fractionation right
from the beginning (Figure 2). Apparently, in contrast to the more laborious and elaborated
decomplexation technique, the non-decomplexation approach is useful for venom samples
that are available in only a minute amount, or the supply is limited, in particular from
some exotic species [49,83,92,93]. The non-decomplexation method also allows quick
profiling of the venom when time, resources, and budget are limited (see Table 1 for
comparison). The venom proteins, either decomplexed (separated as chromatographic
fractions or gel spots/bands) or retained whole (non-decomplexed), are then analyzed
by mass spectrometry (MS) for peptide sequencing, adopting the conventional bottom-
up or the emerging top-down sequencing techniques (discussed below). The MS data
is then processed by bioinformatics and database searching for protein identification
and quantitation.
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Figure 4. A generic venom decomplexation strategy for proteomics. In step 1, the snake venom
is fractionated by reverse-phase HPLC using a C18 columnwith varying concentration gradients
of solvent B (mobile phase) for 180 min (solvent B is acetonitrile with 1% trifluoracetic acid). The
chromatographic fractions are collected manually at 215 nm (absorbance of peptide bond) and
lyophilized. Proteins in the fractions are then subjected to SDS-PAGE as in step 2 (lower panel,
under reducing conditions). Number 1–17 represent the numbers of chromatographic fractions
collected. Protein marker is used for molecular weight calibration. The protein bands are visualized
by Coomassie blue staining (Image was reproduced with reference to Tan et al. [86]).
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Table 1. Comparison of decomplexation and non-decomplexation venom proteomics.

Decomplexation Non-Decomplexation

Sample requirement

Moderate to large amount
especially if chromatography is
involved, typically in milligrams
of protein.

Minute amount, typically in as
low as micrograms of protein.

Techniques

Protein separation methods
applying chromatography, e.g.,
reverse-phase/ion-
exchange/size-exclusion HPLC,
and gel electrophoresis
techniques (1D or 2D).

Proteins in venom sample are
subjected to mass
spectrometry (including the
preparative work of protein
digestion) without prior
biochemical separation *.

Downstream experiment

Proteins eluted from
chromatography can be readily
collected for further purification
and characterization.

Limited.

Advantages

Provides additional information
regarding protein characteristics,
e.g., hydrophobicity, pI, and
molecular size. Further
downstream studies, e.g.,
toxin-specific neutralization and
antivenomics, are possible.

Technically less demanding.
Time-saving and profiling can
be achieved fast with fewer
resources. Useful when
venom sample is limited.

Disadvantages
Laborious and time-consuming.
Large amount of sample and
more resources are required.

Limited information of
protein characteristics.

Examples

HPLC [94,95]
HPLC and 1D SDS-PAGE [29,96]
1D SDS-PAGE [83,97]
2D SDS-PAGE [81,98]

[49,92,93,99]

* In top-down proteomics, while the proteins are not subjected to digestion prior to mass spectrometry (MS)
analysis, they are fractionated whole by nano-scale liquid chromatography coupled to tandem MS. HPLC: High-
performance liquid chromatography; SDS-PAGE: Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.

3.1.3. Bottom-Up, Middle-Down (Middle-Up), and Top-Down Sequencing Strategies

The use of mass spectrometry (MS) is integral in any venomic work as it is the high-
throughput mean by which the toxins can be identified confidently as non-redundant pro-
teins, and in many instances, it facilitates the quantitation of protein abundance [34,63,71,95].
MS is needed for the ionization of venom protein (intact) or digested peptide of the
venom, separation, and detection of the protein/peptide ions by their mass-to-charge ratio
(m/z) in a gas phase. The electrospray ionization (ESI) and matrix assisted laser desorp-
tion/ionization (MALDI) are currently the most employed ionizing techniques used in MS
for venomics. ESI requires liquid phase samples, and thus is ideal for online coupling with
liquid phase separations, such as liquid chromatography (LC) and capillary electrophoresis
(CE). MALDI and ESI techniques are complementary and can thus be used in parallel
in order to obtain a venom profile that is as exhaustive as possible [29,76,100]. As the
ionization process in MS is a critical step in amino acid sequencing for the protein/peptide,
one should ask whether the MS in use is capable of the following tasks: (a) Can it sequence
the protein in its truncated forms or fragmented peptides, which are to be joined and
re-assembled then? (b) Can it sequence the whole protein by its intact form without prior
modification that alters its complete protein structure? Both sequencing strategies are aptly
called the bottom-up and top-down proteomics, respectively, and have been applied in
venomic studies. The basics of the two MS-sequencing strategies are illustrated in Figure 5
and discussed further in the context of snake venomics.
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Figure 5. Bottom-up and top-down proteomics in snake venomics. The stark difference between the
two approaches is whether or not proteins in the venom are subjected to proteolytic digestion prior to
mass spectrometry (MS) analysis. In bottom-up proteomics, the proteins are digested enzymatically
into short-length peptides that are then ionized in MS, fragmented, and the peptide masses are
deduced. Their empirical peptide masses act like “fingerprints” that are subsequently correlated
with known proteins in databases using search engines, such as Mascot or Sequest. Protein is
identified indirectly based on sequences of the tryptic peptides that are assigned to reconstruct,
though incomplete, a protein. In top-down proteomics, the intact proteins are ionized whole and
then fragmented by MS, and the masses of the ionized proteins and fragments are analyzed to inform
on the full sequence of the proteins along with important post-translational modifications (PTM).

Conventional methods of protein truncation subject the proteins to enzymatic proteol-
ysis (e.g., trypsin, in preparation for peptide ionization and detection by MS) or chemical
degradation (e.g., cyanogen bromide, in preparation for Edman’s degradation which is
not a practical choice for high-throughput venomic works). Protein identification through
sequencing its truncated form (peptide or polypeptide) obtained by proteolysis is referred
to as a “bottom-up” approach. This approach is mature, well established, and widely
adopted in almost all MS-based proteomic fields, including venomics. Three biochemi-
cal modification steps are conducted on the protein mixture (venom) prior to LCMS and
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MS/MS analysis: protein reduction, alkylation, and enzymatic digestion [86]. The latter is
usually achieved with trypsin, although other proteases, such as, chymotrypsin can also
be used instead or in parallel to generate peptides within ideal mass range and charge
state for ionization, and in instances where certain proteins resist trypsin digestion (such
as the proline-rich waglerin peptide in Tropidolaemus wagleri venom) [38]. Complete enzy-
matic digestion of the protein will yield numerous peptides of length between 7–20 amino
acids (0.8–2 kDa), cleaved at specific amino acid sites depending on the protease used. A
nano-scale chromatographic method is then applied to separate these peptides in complex
mixture prior to MS, an integral technique commonly referred to as liquid chromatography-
mass spectrometry (LCMS) [101].

Naturally, depending on the complexity of a venom sample and the resolution power
of the pre-MS chromatographic method employed, not all peptide fragments would be
detected during MS analysis [102]. The number of peptide spectra generated compromises
the sensitivity of bottom-up MS, and it is estimated that as much as 75% of spectra could
remain unidentified due to several factors, such as low signal-to-noise events, incomplete
databases, and unexpected post-translational modifications (PTMs) [103]. Therefore, it is
virtually impossible to recover full sequence coverage of a toxin protein through bottom-up
proteomics, more so when the database of a specific venomous species is unavailable due
to paucity in its de novo genome and transcriptome sequences. This will in turn limit the
detection of proteoforms (non-redundant subtypes that show protein diversity within a
venom) and important PTMs that give rise to different isoforms. Protein identification fol-
lowing MS analysis relies on a database search that matches the in-silico peptide sequences
by homology or similarity shared by other proteins from various other species, akin to
assembling a puzzle. High-efficiency automated bioinformatic protocols are available to
accomplish the matching, and the results are then ranked by scores that compare empirical
spectra to theory. Nevertheless, in the absence of a complete sequence of protein for a
specific species in query, the protein identity informed by such algorithms must be carefully
scrutinized with additional maneuvers, which include eyeballing (literally) all peptide se-
quences assigned per matched proteoform (toxin), applying stringent filtering criteria, such
as having ≥2 distinct peptides for each protein matched, and accepting only annotations
of reasonable, phylogenetically related species/genus/family [47,94]. These additional
steps are advisable in order to minimize invalid and redundant protein identification in
bottom-up proteomics for species whose genome sequences are yet to be available.

In contrast, the top-down technique involves the sequencing of intact protein without
resorting to truncation (essentially, enzymatic digestion), and Edman’s N-terminal sequenc-
ing aptly fits into this. In the current practice where MS is used, top-down proteomics has
the advantages of direct detection of the native mass of a protein, and possibly retrieval
of its full amino acid sequence along with sequence variation and PTMs in isoforms [104].
However, the versatility of this approach is restricted by its technical difficulty, requir-
ing high throughput technology and advanced equipment or programs, which are less
commonly used or simply not compatible with most of the existing MS. The successful
application of the top-down strategy is critically reliant on MS fragmentation methodolo-
gies, which must be sufficiently efficient and optimally fine-tuned in order to reproducibly
fragmentize low and high molecular weight peptides [102]. This method is about 100-fold
less sensitive than the bottom-up technique and has a lower efficiency and throughput.
The technique, in brief, involves gas phase ionization of intact protein(s) with ESI, and the
protein ions are subsequently fragmented by collision-induced dissociation, or the more del-
icate electron-capture dissociation and electron-transfer dissociation methods in the mass
spectrometer. The ions of both intact and fragmented proteins are detected based on their
masses, and the sequences are deduced from database searches. By “bridging” multiple
sufficiently long enough fragments, it aims to uncover the protein’s primary structure along
with its PTMs. However, gas-phase fragmentation of intact protein ions for high molecular
weight proteins larger than 50–70 kDa is difficult, and a high-end instrument is needed to
resolve the differences between large molecules of similar sizes [103]. The instrumentation
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for dissociation and fragmentation required for use in top-down proteomics, e.g., ECD
(electron capture dissociation) and ETD (electron transfer dissociation) integrated with
tandem mass spectrometry, are costly and are technically low-efficiency processes requiring
long ion accumulation, activation, and detection times.

Not surprisingly, the top-down sequencing strategy is uncommonly applied in ven-
omics despite its attractiveness in terms of potential access to all proteoforms and their full
sequences, as well as PTMs. The first top-down proteomics was reported for Indonesian
King Cobra (Ophiophagus hannah) venom [79]. The study showed a venom composition
that varied substantially from other King Cobra venom proteomes reported previously
using the bottom-up approach (specimens from Malaysia, China, Thailand, and Indone-
sia) [97,105], with the high molecular weight proteins being of note. L-amino acid oxidases
(LAAO), which are usually present abundantly in King Cobra venom, was identified at
an exceptionally low abundance level (one LAAO form, 0.5% of total venom proteins) in
the top-down proteomic study [79]. Nonetheless, from the venoms of two African mamba
species (Dendroaspis polylepis and Dendroaspis angusticeps), the top-down method was able to
unravel the extreme diversity of toxins where more than 200 polypeptides were identified,
including previously undetected protein species, isoforms, and proteoforms [106]. This
was followed up by another study that also characterized the proteome of King Cobra
venom, applying top-down proteomics under different experimental conditions [107]. The
later study showed that different top-down methods resulted in highly variable proteoform
detection from the same venom sample—in the extreme case, the benchmarking LAAO was
not be detected in the whole venom proteome [107]. The study suggests that top-down pro-
teomics may have limitations for analyzing intact proteins that are larger than ~50 kDa, e.g.,
LAAO (and perhaps also other high molecular weight enzymes), a condition that has also
been recognized by others in non-venom samples [103]. The study showed that the native
condition is probably the most optimum experimental condition for top-down proteomics,
as it could overcome the limitations in studying the glycoforms of large toxins, which the
bottom-up approach does not [107]. Table 2 summarizes and compares the applications of
the bottom-up and top-down approaches applicable for use in snake venomic studies.

Apparently, detecting more unique peptides of greater lengths would help to retrieve
the full sequence of a venom protein, and therefore allow a closer look into the diversity
and PTMs of toxin proteoforms therein. Yet, beyond a certain length of a long peptide,
or as in the case of intact high molecular weight protein, such as LAAO, it is rather
clear that the resolution and detection of large protein/fragment ions by MS would be
greatly compromised. Therefore, between the bottom-up and top-down approaches, there
is possibly an alternative strategy that strikes a balance—the middle-down approach is
thus proposed [102,108]. One may argue though that it should be called the middle-up
approach; after all, it shares more characteristics with the bottom-up technique. Instead
of an intact protein, it creates truncated peptides by proteolysis, while keeping the length
of the digested peptides greater (20–100 amino acid residues, 2.5–10 kDa) than those
from a conventional bottom-up approach (~7–20 amino acid residues, 0.8–2 kDa) [108].
The number of fragmented peptides in a sample produced by a middle-down approach
would be relatively smaller, and thus less complex compared with those from the bottom-
up approach. This theoretically would enhance the detection of more distinct peptides
without being limited by an overly long peptide sequence, as in the top-down method.
The middle-down approach, nevertheless, requires restricted enzymatic proteolysis with
special enzymes, such as the outer membrane protease T (OmpT) [109]. This approach has
not been reported in snake venom proteomics, and investigation comparing the proteome
outcomes of the three approaches (top-down, middle-down and bottom-up) would be
meaningful in future venomic research.
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Table 2. Comparison of bottom-up and top-down proteomics used for protein identification in
snake venomics.

Bottom-Up Top-Down

Protein truncation

Yes, achieved by proteolytic
digestion with enzymes, e.g.,

trypsin and chymotrypsin.
Commonly performed as

in-solution or in-gel digestion.

Venom proteins are not subjected
to proteolytic digestion.

Protein/peptide size
Peptides of ~7–20 amino acid

residues (0.8–2 kDa)
are analyzed.

The intact protein is
analyzed whole.

Ionization and
Fragmentation

Peptides from proteolytic
cleavage are ionized by

ESI/MALDI techniques.

Intact protein is fragmented in the
mass spectrometer.

Fragmentation is accomplished by
ECD or ETD.

Advantages

Technique is mature,
commonly used, and

widely available.
Less sophisticated

instrumentation and expertise
are required.

High-resolution separations
can be achieved.

Technique avoids
time-consuming protein digestion

(typically overnight).
Full amino acid sequence can

be recovered.
Protein isoforms can be

determined.PTMs can be located
and characterized.

Disadvantages

A low percentage coverage of
the amino acid sequence.

Information of PTMs
is limited.

Instrumentation is expensive and
operation is technically

sophisticated. Not
commonly available.

The favored dissociation
techniques (ECT, ETC) are

less efficient.
Resolution is low, especially for
high molecular weight proteins.

3.2. Genomics and Venom-Gland Transcriptomics of Snake

Although the venom proteomes of most major snake species have been widely charac-
terized (with varying depths and details), the knowledgebase created is largely confined to
composition profiling (cataloguing), and even so, many debatable issues remain unresolved
with regard to the identification and quantitation of toxin proteoform [34,110]. The ambigu-
ity of toxin identification is partly due to the inadequate understanding of the genetic bases
of snake venom, which is a pre-requisite to elucidate the evolution of venom, diversity of
toxins, and regulation of toxin production. To remedy this, genomics and transcriptomics
have been increasingly adapted and incorporated in venomic studies [111–113]. Also, the
availability of species-specific datasets built from de novo genomics or transcriptomics will
correct for the absence of unique peptide sequences in public databases, hence improving
the accuracy of toxin identification in proteomics for a more comprehensive profiling of
snake venom diversity.

Unlike venom proteomics that deal with the secreted venom, genomic and transcrip-
tomic studies utilize body tissues including the venom gland, from which RNA and/or
DNA are extracted. In this primary process, the tissue-harvesting skill is critical, and fresh
tissue samples are generally preferred to ensure high integrity of the DNA or RNA [114,115].
The process, in brief, will be followed by cDNA library construction, sequencing, functional
annotation, and gene expression study (transcriptomics) (Figure 2). In all, the nucleotide
sequencing technique remains central. It should be credited that the explosion of genomic
and transcriptomic data over the past decade is accelerated by the advancement in se-
quencing technology and the expansion of bioinformatic databases. Earlier, the very first
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generation of DNA sequencing was done with the Sanger technique, a chain termination
method based on the selective incorporation of chain-terminating dideoxynucleotides by
DNA polymerase during in vitro DNA replication [116]. It is a well validated but expen-
sive, laborious approach, and has remained in limited use for small-scale projects, and for
validation of alternative sequencing techniques. The next-generation sequencing technique
allows mass parallelization of sequencing reactions, increasing the amount of DNA/RNA
that can be sequenced in any one run (i.e., high throughput characteristics). This began
with the second-generation sequencing technique, e.g., pyrosequencing, and was followed
by a number of parallel sequencing platforms which drastically decreased cost, increasing
flow rate and attractiveness of DNA/RNA sequencing. For years, the Illumina sequencing
platform has been the most widely used, almost to the point of monopoly [117]. The “short-
read” sequencing technologies, such as Illumina platforms, have lower error rates and can
provide highly accurate genotyping in non-repetitive regions but do not allow contiguous
de novo assemblies. This restricts the ability to reconstruct repetitive sequences and to de-
tect complex structural variation [118]. Currently, the third-generation of NGS technologies
are available for whole genome sequencing (WGS). The three commercially available plat-
forms most commonly used are the Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) Single Molecule Real Time
(SMRT) sequencing, Illumina Tru-seq Synthetic Long-Read technology, and the Oxford
Nanopore Technologies sequencing platform (MinION), which allow direct sequencing
of single DNA molecules to produce substantially longer reads than second generation
sequencing [119]. The third generation sequencing alone, however, is prone to having high
error rates; hence, complementary short-read data (such as that sequenced by Illumina
technology) is often incorporated for high-quality de novo genome assembly [118,120].

In the venomic field, the honeybee, Apis mellifera, marks the first venomous animal
whose whole genome was successfully sequenced, as reported by the Honey Bee Genome
Sequencing Consortium (2006), though the study focused on its ecology and biology con-
text instead of the venomous system [121]. The genomes of snake were available much
later in 2013−2014, with the first drafts to be published from the Boa constrictor (Boa
constrictor) [122], Burmese python (Python molurus bivittatus) [123] (both python and boa
are non-venomous snakes), the venomous King Cobra (Ophiophagus hannah) [124] and
colubrid Corn Snake (Pantherophis guttatus) [125]. Over the years more genomes of snakes
were reported, accompanied with increasingly sophisticated sequencing technologies and
higher coverage assembly. These include colubrid such as the Garter Snake [126], and ven-
omous species such as the Five-pacer Viper [127], Okinawa Habu [128], Indian Cobra [120],
Tiger Rattlesnake [129] and sea snakes (Hydrophis cyanocinctus and Hydrophis curtus) [130]
published more recently. A search for snake genome assemblies (infraorder: Serpentes,
Taxonomy ID: 8570) deposited in the NCBI database recalled 39 projects (as of March 2022),
of which 24 belonged to front-fanged venomous snake species, 13 were of mildly venomous
or non-front-fanged snakes (with distinct and repeated species), one is a non-venomous
constrictor snake (python), and another is a blind snake (Table 3). Obviously, the number
of venomous snake species with full genome sequenced to date is small but the available
findings showed that snakes, regardless of body size and venom-producing character, share
a relatively small genome size (~1.3–1.8 Gb) that is closer to those of other sauropsids, e.g.,
the anole lizard (1.70 Gb) [131] and avians (birds) (1.05–1.26 Gb) [132,133], but relatively
smaller (half the size) comparing with the human genome (3.54 Gb).
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Table 3. Snake genomes available to date as deposited in the public database.

No. Date of
Submission Common Name Scientific Name Family Sex Assembly Type Genome

Representation Notes

1 15/09/2013 Burmese python Python bivittatus Pythonidae Female Scaffold Full GCA_000186305.2

2 11/12/2013 King Cobra Ophiophagus hannah Elapidae Male Scaffold Full GCA_000516915.1

3 01/08/2014
Southwestern

Speckled
Rattlesnake

Crotalus pyrrhus Viperidae Female Scaffold Full GCA_000737285.1

4 10/12/2014 European Adder Vipera berus berus Viperidae Female Scaffold Full GCA_000800605.1

5 26/06/2015 Common Garter
Snake Thamnophis sirtalis Colubridae Female Scaffold Full GCA_001077635.2

6 22/01/2016
Brown Spotted

Pitviper;
Taiwanese Habu

Protobothrops mucrosquamatus Viperidae Not stated Scaffold Full GCA_001527695.3

7 21/04/2016 Timber
Rattlesnake Crotalus horridus Viperidae Female Scaffold Full GCA_001625485.1

8 02/08/2018 Okinawa Habu Protobothrops flavoviridis Viperidae Female Scaffold Full GCA_003402635.1

9 05/09/2018 Xizang Hot-spring
Keel-back

Thermophis baileyi
Ecotype: Yangbajing Colubridae Female Scaffold Full GCA_003457575.1

10 24/09/2018 Eastern Brown
Snake Pseudonaja textilis Elapidae Not stated Scaffold Full GCA_900518735.1

11 24/09/2018 Mainland Tiger
Snake Notechis scutatus Elapidae Not stated Scaffold Full GCA_900518725.1

12 08/01/2019 Prairie Rattlesnake Crotalus viridis viridis Viperidae Male Chromosome Full GCA_003400415.2

13 09/01/2019
Ijima’s

Turtleheaded Sea
Snake

Emydocephalus ijimae Elapidae Not stated Scaffold Full GCA_004319985.1

14 09/01/2019 Yellow-Lipped Sea
Krait Laticauda colubrina Elapidae Not stated Scaffold Full GCA_004320045.1
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Table 3. Cont.

No. Date of
Submission Common Name Scientific Name Family Sex Assembly Type Genome

Representation Notes

15 09/01/2019 Blue-ringed Sea
Krait Laticauda laticaudata Elapidae Not stated Scaffold Full GCA_004320025.1

16 15/01/2019 Asian Annulated
Sea Snake Hydrophis cyanocinctus Elapidae Not stated Scaffold Full GCA_004023725.1

17 15/01/2019
(latest)

Hardwick’s Sea
Snake Hydrophis hardwickii Elapidae Not stated Scaffold Full GCA_004023765.1

18 13/02/2019 Slender-necked
Sea Snake Hydrophis melanocephalus Elapidae Not stated Scaffold GCA_004320005.1

19 11/12/2019 Indian Cobra Naja naja Elapidae male Chromosome Full GCA_009733165.1

20 19/12/2019 Western Terrestrial
Garter Snake Thamnophis elegans Colubridae Female

Type: alternate-
pseudohaplotype

Level: Scaffold
Full GCA_009769695.1

21 23/12/2019 Western Terrestrial
Garter Snake Thamnophis elegans Colubridae Female

Assembly type:
haploid (principal
pseudohaplotype

of diploid)
Assembly level:
Chromosome

Full GCA_009769535.1

22 13/04/2020 Corn Snake Pantherophis guttatus Colubridae Male Scaffold Full GCA_001185365.2

23 22/04/2020 Western Rat Snake Pantherophis obsoletus Colubridae Female Scaffold Full GCA_012654085.1

24 22/04/2020 Dhaman; Oriental
Ratsnake Ptyas mucosa Colubridae Female Scaffold Full GCA_012654045.1

25 04/11/2020
(latest)

Yellow-Lipped Sea
Krait Laticauda colubrina Elapidae Not stated Scaffold Full GCA_015471245.1

26 22/11/2020 Eastern Brown
Snake Pseudonaja textilis Elapidae Not stated Scaffold Full GCA_900608585.1

27 22/11/2020
(latest)

Mainland Tiger
Snake Notechis scutatus Elapidae Not stated Scaffold Full GCA_900608555.1
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Table 3. Cont.

No. Date of
Submission Common Name Scientific Name Family Sex Assembly Type Genome

Representation Notes

28 06/01/2021 Tiger Rattlesnake
Crotalus tigris Infraspecific

name:
Ecotype: Arizon

Viperidae Not stated Contig Full GCA_016545835.1

29 01/04/2021 Mud Snake Myanophis thanlyinensis Homalopsidae Male Scaffold Full GCA_017656035.1

30 19/04/2021 Indian Cobra Naja naja Elapidae Female Scaffold Full GCA_018093825.1

31 2021/05/11/05/2021 Jararaca Bothrops jararaca Viperidae Female Scaffold Full GCA_018340635.1

32 25/05/2021
Eastern

Diamondback
Rattlesnake

Crotalus adamanteus Viperidae Female Scaffold Full GCA_018446365.1

33 06/08/2021 Golden Tree Snake Chrysopelea ornata Colubridae Not stated Scaffold Full GCA_019457695.1

34 09/08/2021 Shaw’s Sea Snake Hydrophis curtus Elapidae Male Chromosome Full GCA_019472885.1

35 09/08/2021 Annulated Sea
Snake Hydrophis cyanocinctus Elapidae Male Chromosome Full GCA_019473425.1

36 18/08/2021 Gopher Snake
Pituophis catenifer pumilus

Infraspecific name:
Ecotype: Santa Cruz Island

Colubridae Female Scaffold Full GCA_019677565.1

37 23/02/2022 Prong-snouted
blind snake Anilios bituberculatus Typhlopidae Not stated Sca Full GCA_022379055.1

38 15/03/2022 Glossy snake

Arizona elegans
Infraspecific name:

Ecotype: subspecies
occidentalis

Colubridae Not stated Scaffold (alternate-
pseudohaplotype) Full GCA_022578425.1

39 15/03/2022 Glossy snake

Arizona elegans
Infraspecific name:

Ecotype: subspecies
occidentalis

Colubridae Not stated

Scaffold (haploid,
principal

pseudohaplotype
of diploid)

Full GCA_022577455.1
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The next in genomic or transcriptomic pipeline is functional annotation, i.e., attaching
relevant biological information to the sequences, and predicting the gene’s or protein’s
identify. The advent of high throughput gene sequencing greatly facilitates the prediction
of all translated genes (exome) by automated programs (e.g., ab initio gene prediction
tools) [134], and homology searches using reference sequences [135]. The sequencing reads
are aligned and mapped to reference genomes by mapping programs, such as the Burrows-
Wheeler Aligner (BWA) [136] and Bowtie [137]. In cases where genome sequences were
unavailable, as with the majority of snake species, reads can be translated into protein
coding sequences and subjected to homology searches against publicly available databases,
such as COG [138] and Pfam [139], applying database search tools such as the widely used
Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (more commonly known as BLAST). BLAST is an online
computer algorithm available free at the National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI) website, and is widely used for comparing and calculating similarity of primary
biological sequence information from venom protein (amino acids) and snake DNA/RNA
(nucleotides) to infer the most probable putative toxins.

Information from de novo venom-gland transcriptomics can be useful to some extent
for gene prediction of translated proteins (also, microRNAs (mRNAs) and other non-coding
genes), since duplication of toxin-encoding genes is common in closely related species.
Transcriptomics also has an advantage in determining the differential expression of genes
for both toxin and non-toxin copies [21,114,115,140–143]. With reasonable investment of
time and cost, it is by far the most practical strategy for comparative venom gene profiling
across multiple specimens. However, the genetic content derived from venom-gland
transcriptome is obviously smaller than full-scale whole genome, hence its use is limited for
elucidating the origin and mechanism of venom evolution in snakes. High-quality genome
assembly and comprehensive annotations of venom protein genes, as well as highly similar
non-venom paralogs from not only the venom-gland tissue but also different parts of the
body are warranted in future venomics to address deeper questions surrounding venom
evolution. For instance, one fundamental and debatable questions is: what are the “real
toxin” genes of venom? Full de novo sequences allow gene analysis for positive or negative
selection (as inferred by the dN/dS ratio) to identify those undergoing accelerated evolution
in keeping with the function of venom toxin [144]. The snake venom phospholipase
A2 (svPLA2) represents a classical example: Nakashima et al. demonstrated earlier that
accelerated evolution occurs in the protein-coding regions (exons) of pit viper svPLA2
genes, consistent with the multiple forms of the enzyme with diverse biological activities
in the snake venoms [145,146]. Over the years, abundant evidence continues to show that
multiple genes are under selection in snakes, or in clades within the snakes, including
toxin genes in venomous snakes [120,124] and developmental genes possibly connected to
development of the serpentiform body plan in non-venomous species [123]. It is commonly
believed that the toxin genes were co-opted from body’s physiological proteins [17,147];
however, the preexisting gene elements (from which the specific toxin gene arose), and the
mechanism by which the ancestral genes transformed into toxin genes with unique protein
domains, remain to be studied in different snake species.

As mentioned, proteomics has extensively demonstrated variation of snake venom
composition between and within species. Some of the factors associated with the variation,
in particular at the intra-species level, include geographical origin and developmental stage
of the snake [1,20]. However, snake venom variability is itself inherently variable, and does
not necessarily conform to reported variations. Despite knowing the associated “factors”,
the mechanism of venom variation and its consequent impact on function and toxicity
have not been well elaborated in most instances, ostensibly due to the paucity of genome
sequences of most snake species. How did the snake venom proteins diverge, structurally
and functionally between and within the various species? Gene duplication followed by
neo-functionalization is a generally accepted hypothesis [148], while there are also views
that point to transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulations [149], in addition to gene
loss or pseudogenization (degeneration of functional genes, which can be identified in the
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genome sequence on the basis of sequence homology or synteny across species) [150,151],
among various mechanisms proposed.

Therefore, high-quality genomes of venomous snakes, when combined with transcrip-
tomics and proteomics will contribute to significant advancement in venomics. Species-
specific toxin genes along with the expressed proteoforms can be established, and the data
would be useful for a variety of applications, including probe design and in situ hybridiza-
tion [152], and identification of toxin gene regulatory regions at genomic scale [129]. In
studies where the snake genome was assembled at chromosome level, it is possible to
better understand structural variation or rearrangement of genes (e.g., inversions, inser-
tions, deletions and tandem duplications), and to determine the loci of duplicated genes
(clustered or scattered) [153,154] as well as transposable elements and other repetitive
sequences [148] that a venomous snake acquired during evolution. The genomic data can
also be used in phylogeny reconstruction (as in phylogenomics) while bearing in mind
that the accelerated evolution of toxin nucleotide sequences might obscure the ancestral
sequences or the reconstruction could be further compounded by extensive changes in
genomic content following gene loss and gene duplications [151,155]. From the perspective
of medicine, the identification of toxin genes and the resolution of their sequences through
genomics and transcriptomics will theoretically provide valuable information for the devel-
opment of next-generation antivenom. By uncovering the toxin epitopes based on genome
sequences, recombinant and synthetic monoclonal antivenom can be produced in vitro
against a certain species from a specified locale [120,156]. Alternatively, the targeted toxins
of various species from multiple locales can be determined and consolidated as a new im-
munogen formulation for the development of a pan-region, poly-specific antivenom [68,69].
Furthermore, information from genomic analysis will encourage the exploration of venom
protein structures on a genome scale (structural genomics), for a deeper understanding of
the structure-activity relationship of toxins and their physiological targets, as well as how
generic inhibitors can be devised as new antidotes to treat snakebite envenoming [157,158].

4. Challenges and Recommendations
4.1. Sampling

Venomics seeks to profile the global composition of a venom, specifically, the secreted
toxins (proteins) which can be determined directly by sequencing their amino acids (pro-
teomics), or indirectly by sequencing the mRNA/cDNA (transcriptomics) responsible for
the expression of the proteins, or through full species genomics. In this regard, the sampling
is crucial to warrant the validity, reliability, representativeness and reproducibility of the
studies. However, the collection and processing of venomic samples are challenging (as
discussed below), and the difficulties often constitute the major limitations or become
causes of controversy in some studies. Consensus among researchers in the field on issues
pertaining to the collection and processing of venomic samples will help reduce the prob-
lem but realistically speaking, it is easier said than done when one puts things into practice.
Scientists would often have to resort to and make the best out of what is available without
much compromising the quality of the research.

4.1.1. Availability and Authenticity of the Sample

Virtually all venomous animals are wildlife. The sourcing of sample, be it the venom
(for proteomics) or body tissue (for transcriptomics and genomics), is subject to the obtain-
ability of at least one live specimen that is in good health conditions, and the success of
manually collecting the sample by trained personnel who extracts the venom or dissect
the tissue from the animal. Some specimens are kept in captivity or farmed and are thus
commercially available, while most other species remain far from reach in the wild. The
specimens, be it farmed or wild, must be correctly identified down to the species (or even
subspecies) level according to the latest taxonomy. Depending on the number of specimen
available for a species, the size and nature of the sample varies from one study to another.
Often, venoms are extracted at least once from each specimen and subsequently pooled for
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two justifications: (1) To ensure a substantial amount of venom sample is available for study;
(2) To “average out” the variability between individual specimens for a result that is even
and representative of the species. Certainly, this pooling approach is not without weakness
as it basically “destroys” any inter-individual variation which could be ecologically and
medically important. On the other hand, transcriptomic and genomic studies typically
involve the use of one single specimen which provides the tissue sample. Commonly, the
proteome of venom from the individual specimen is also characterized for correlation and
interpretation of toxin gene expression.

It is therefore of great importance to have collaboration between laboratory scientists
(e.g., biochemists, pharmacologists) and field researchers (e.g., herpetologists, marine
scientists) to ensure the accessibility of authenticated specimens in venomic sampling.
Considering the difficulty in obtaining sufficient specimens, a small sample size is often
justified but the number should be explicitly stated in the work for future references.
Comparing the venom proteomes of individual specimens may provide some insights into
inter-individual variation but the work can be rather laborious and costly yet not necessarily
providing a representative profile of all specimens tested. This should be considered only
when there is a clear indication of potentially significant variation between individuals
secondary to influences such as geographical distribution, ontogenic shift, seasonal effect,
sexual dimorphism, captivity (vs. wild) and so on.

4.1.2. Batching, Referencing, Storage and Quality Control of Samples

The venoms or tissues collected should ideally be kept separate per individual speci-
men and made distinguishable from batches of pooled samples. In studies involving the
use of body tissue, the venom of the individual should be obtained, and a set of reference
sample constituting the venom and tissue sample is kept. Often, the collection of certain
vital tissue/organ will inevitably result in euthanasia of the animal, so whenever possible,
the remains of the animal should be kept as a voucher specimen for record verification.

Systematic archiving of sample for traceability and standard operating procedures
for sample handling, transfer and long-term storage are important aspects in venomic
studies. Stringent quality control measures should be implemented to ensure the sample
(venom or tissue) tested are in the most original form with the least possible degradation
and contamination. For venom sampling, the common practice currently in the field is
to minimize possible protein degradation following venom extraction by immediately
keeping the venom collected at low temperatures (e.g., by submerging in ice, snap-freezing
in liquid nitrogen or dry ice) and transferring the sample at the soonest for lyophilization.
Alternatively, venom samples may be desiccated with a desiccant like silica gel and calcium
chloride where resources for freezing and lyophilization are unavailable. The lyophilized
or dried venom will be reconstituted in appropriate solutions then for use. Unused reconsti-
tuted venom stock may be refrozen for re-use but repeated cycles of freezing-and-thawing
can potentially destroy some protein components and thus reduce the biological activities
of the venom.

Tissue samples are more delicate and the genetic materials, in particular RNA are
readily degradable. The tissue should be obtained from a live specimen (under proper
anaesthesia or immediately after euthanasia) whenever possible, and the tissue needs to
be preserved with an agent compatible for downstream analysis. For genomic samples,
the tissue can be readily kept in undenatured absolute ethanol whereas for transcriptomic
samples, besides ethanol, a stabilization and storage solution is available for use (e.g.,
RNAlater solution). To maximize the preservation of the genetic materials, the tissue
sample needs to be excised to increase the surface area for optimal permeation of the
stabilizing solution. The permeation should be allowed to take place at least overnight,
and the tissue samples can then be kept (with or without the solution) below zero degree
Celsius for long-term storage. Cycles of repeated freezing-and-thawing of tissue sample
should be minimized.
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4.1.3. Ethics Approval and Permit Requirement

Ethics regulation is applied to the use of most vertebrate laboratory animals for
research, and in this respect sampling of venom or tissue from venomous animals has been
subject to ethical approval in some institutions. Accordingly, standard protocols need to
be put in place to safeguard the welfare of the animals and the safety of users. As most
venomous animals are wildlife, permits for use may need to be obtained from relevant
authorities too in some cases. Transfer of sample across borders is often subject to special
inspection and clearance by the immigration department. These are measures increasingly
adopted by the scientific community for safe science and better research integrity, and the
practice is commendable. Relaxation of certain regulations, however, should be considered
on case-to-case basis in some situations for limited resources and technical supports as well
as the pressing need of the research in specific areas. Often, this refers to strict regulations
of wildlife use where sampling is prohibited to begin with. In some countries, transfer and
sharing of wildlife-derived research materials across borders are not even allowed, and
this greatly impacts research collaboration internationally. This inevitably leads to delayed
knowledge transfer and pre-empts scientific discoveries, impeding the progress of various
research efforts and resolutions such as those aiming to advance medical care for snakebite
in neglected populations, and to improve ecological conservation of venomous fauna. The
solution is perhaps to “soften” the inflexible rule by bringing awareness to the government
and public including NGOs regarding the significance and urgency of the work, so that
international research collaboration can be duly recognized and facilitated by the authority.
In this effort, the WHO and relevant global organizations including funding bodies play an
instrumental role—experts from various regions, including those of less developed world
should be fairly recognized and included as representatives in snakebite-related working
groups, advisory panels or taskforces initiated by these international organizations; for
instance, the WHO Working Group on Snakebite Envenoming, and the Global Snakebite
Initiative. Due recognition of expertise in the field will help strengthen global collaboration
on promoting sampling, material and technology transfer, and data sharing across borders.

4.2. Protein Quantitation

Venoms are complex adaptive traits of animals and therefore variable among organ-
isms under distinct evolutionary pressures. The natural philosophy of the phenomena
(i.e., the observation and its qualitative reasoning) form the foundation for most venomic
studies, which further expounded the temporal and spatial patterns of venom variation
through empirico-mathematical investigation. Venomics has since moved beyond gene and
protein identification, that in any such study it is expected to also unravel the complexity
of proteoforms along with the quantitative measurements of their quantities, or expres-
sion levels. High dynamic resolution has been well established for genome-wide gene
expression either with RNA microarrays [159] or next-generation sequencing [160,161],
but in the case of venom proteomics the quantitative analysis is much trickier and more
challenging. Proteomics essentially relies on the use of mass spectrometry, which is not
inherently quantitative due to differences in the ionization efficiency, detection sensitivity
and incomplete databases that compromises gene/protein identification. Various methods
have been innovated and adapted to overcome the analytical limitations (as reviewed
in [33]) but needless to say, there is no “one-size-fits-all” method that can claim the compre-
hensiveness of all proteins detected and quantified. Consequently, a variety of quantitative
analyses were applied in venomics and reported. There is apparently no clear consensus,
the neglect of which has, the author supposes, been at the root of much of the controversial
discussion and conflicting views among toxinologists as to how proteins should be quanti-
fied in a venom proteome. This review does not intend to criticize the different methods
adopted by individual research groups, but instead attempts to address the acceptability
(or rejectability) and potential impact of the application of different quantitation methods
in venomics.
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4.2.1. Quantity of Protein: How Much, or How Many?

In a typical venomic workflow, venom components identified (following mass spec-
trometry analysis) are catalogued into a list of non-redundant proteins. Naturally, the
quantity of each protein that constitutes the venom proteome needs to be resolved. In most
studies, the term relative protein abundance, expressed in percentage of total venom proteins
is used to denote the proportion of a protein in the venom proteome. The most commonly
used method is one that builds on information derived from the protein decomplexation
steps (e.g., chromatogram peak area, gel band/spot intensity), and mass spectrometry
analysis (Figure 6). In snake venom proteomics, the relative quantitation analysis with
label-free technique is the most common. This is a peptide-centric method, which assumes
that the more abundantly a proteoform is present in the venom (in terms of mass), the
higher its peptides’ spectral intensity and/or spectral count as analyzed by label-free mass
spectrometry. Where there is prior decomplexation of the venom, the proportion of the
spectral intensity or spectral count will be further adjusted according to the chromatogram’s
peak are (area under the curve), and/or the intensity of protein band or spot under gel
electrophoresis (Figure 6). By integrating chromatography peak area and/or gel intensity
in estimating the relative abundance of protein, bias from peptide-centric quantitation by
mass spectrometry may be reduced.

Figure 6. Protein quantitation in snake venom proteomics. Proteomics is studied either with or
without protein decomplexation (by HPLC and/or gel electrophoresis) prior to mass spectrometry
analysis for protein identification and quantitation. The label-free, relative quantitation approach
is the most commonly used. The relative protein abundance of venom composition is interpreted
based on individual protein’s spectral intensity, spectral count, or spectral total ion current (TIC)
(integrated with HPLC peak area and/or gel intensity, quantitative parameters from venom decom-
plexation if relevant). Images of HPLC, gels and pie chart for illustration were adapted from previous
studies [73,93,162].
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In contrast, another method of quantifying the proteome is by calculating the ratio of
a protein, whereby the total number of proteins identified in the venom is set as the de-
nominator. This quantifying method is incongruent with the concept of protein abundance
determination, as it basically represents the number or occurring frequency of a protein
species found against the total number of venom proteins (i.e., how many?) without an indi-
cation about its proportion by mass that contributes to the bulk of all venom proteins (i.e.,
how much?). Calculation via either method can result in remarkably different quantitative
profiles of the venom proteome. Using the data recently published for the venom proteome
of Trimeresurus puniceus (Indonesian Ash’s Pit Viper) [47], Table 4 shows the differences
between two sets of quantitative data derived from the different calculating methods, as
mentioned above.

Table 4. Comparison of toxins identified in Trimeresurus puniceus venoms by protein families, sub-
types, and relative abundances.

Protein Family/Subtype a Accession No. b,c
Relative Protein Abundance d

(%)

Method 1 Method 2

Snake Venom Serine Protease (15) 19.03 25.42

Alpha-fibrinogenase albofibrase P0CJ41 3.74 1.69
Alpha-fibrinogenase shedaoenase Q6T5L0 1.20 1.69
Beta-fibrinogenase mucrofibrase-2 Q91508 1.08 1.69

Snake venom serine protease 1 Unigene42520_TWM 1.46 1.69
Snake venom serine protease 2 CL403.contig2_TWM 0.58 1.69
Snake venom serine protease

2A homolog O13060 1.01 1.69

Snake venom serine protease 2C O13062 0.53 1.69
Snake venom serine protease KN14 Q71QH9 1.70 1.69
Snake venom serine protease KN8 Q71QH5 0.87 1.67

Snake venom serine protease pallase O93421 1.34 1.69
Snake venom serine
protease salmonase Q9PTL3 1.16 1.69

Thrombin-like enzyme 1 A7LAC6 0.80 1.69
Thrombin-like enzyme 2 A7LAC7 1.19 1.69

Thrombin-like enzyme calobin-1 Q91053 0.65 1.69
Venom plasminogen

activator TSV-PA Q91516 1.71 1.69

Snake Venom Metalloproteinase
(11) 17.29 18.64

P-II SVMP

Zinc metalloproteinase/disintegrin Unigene5053_TWM 0.34 1.69
Zinc metalloproteinase

homolog-disintegrin albolatin P0C6B6 0.92 1.69

P-III SVMP

Zinc metalloproteinase/disintegrin P0C6E8 1.30 1.69

Zinc
metalloproteinase-disintegrin-like

ACLD
CL1397.contig5_TWM 1.73 1.69

Zinc
metalloproteinase-disintegrin-like

ACLD
O42138 0.17 1.69

Zinc
metalloproteinase-disintegrin-like

HF3
Q98UF9 1.81 1.69
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Table 4. Cont.

Protein Family/Subtype a Accession No. b,c
Relative Protein Abundance d

(%)

Method 1 Method 2

P-III SVMP

Zinc
metalloproteinase-disintegrin-like

stejnihagin-A
Q3HTN1 1.70 1.69

Zinc
metalloproteinase-disintegrin-like

stejnihagin-B
Q3HTN2 0.57 1.69

Zinc
metalloproteinase-disintegrin-like

TSV-DM
J3RYA3 0.16 1.69

Zinc
metalloproteinase-disintegrin-like

VMP-III
CL1397.contig1_TWM 8.41 1.69

Zinc
metalloproteinase-disintegrin-like

VMP-III
C9E1S0 0.18 1.69

Disintegrin (2) 15.82 3.39

Disintegrin albolabrin P62384 4.74 1.69

Disintegrin trigramin-gamma P62383 11.08 1.69

C-type Lectin (9) 8.92 15.25

C-type lectin 6 Unigene46336_TWM 1.01 1.69

C-type lectin TsL Q9YGP1 1.85 1.69

Snaclec alboaggregin-D
subunit alpha P0DM38 0.88 1.69

Snaclec clone 2100755 Q8JIV8 0.85 1.69

Snaclec coagulation factor IX/factor
X-binding protein subunit A Q71RR4 0.70 1.69

Snaclec convulxin subunit alpha Unigene46337_TWM 0.35 1.69

Snaclec purpureotin subunit alpha P0DJL2 1.48 1.69

Snaclec purpureotin subunit beta P0DJL3 1.27 1.69

Snaclec stejaggregin-A subunit alpha CL746.contig2_TWM 0.53 1.69

Phospholipase A2 (7) 27.54 11.86

Acidic phospholipase A2 P20249 2.54 1.69

Acidic phospholipase A2 6 P70088 2.77 1.69

Acidic phospholipase A2 Tpu-E6c P0DJP4 4.77 1.69

Basic phospholipase A2 daboxin P C0HK16 1.18 1.69

Basic phospholipase A2 homolog
Tpu-K49a Q2YHJ9 7.50 1.69

Basic phospholipase A2 homolog
Tpu-K49b Q2YHJ8 4.45 1.69

Basic phospholipase A2 Tpu-G6D49 Q2YHJ7 4.33 1.69
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Table 4. Cont.

Protein Family/Subtype a Accession No. b,c
Relative Protein Abundance d

(%)

Method 1 Method 2

Cysteine-rich Secretory Protein (3) 1.69 5.08

Cysteine-rich secretory protein P60623 0.91 1.69

Cysteine-rich secretory protein Unigene30615_TWM 0.26 1.69

Cysteine-rich secretory protein triflin Q8JI39 0.52 1.69

L-Amino Acid Oxidase (4) 4.82 6.78

L-amino-acid oxidase B0VXW0 0.66 1.69

L-amino-acid oxidase Q6WP39 1.72 1.69

L-amino-acid oxidase Q90W54 0.87 1.69

L-amino-acid oxidase Unigene40029_TWM 1.57 1.69

Snake Venom Phosphodiesterase
(3) 2.27 5.08

Phosphodiesterase Unigene5177_TWM 0.65 1.69

Venom phosphodiesterase 1 J3SEZ3 0.71 1.69

Venom phosphodiesterase 2 J3SBP3 0.90 1.69

Snake Venom Vascular Endothelial
Growth Factor (1) 2.49 1.69

Snake venom vascular endothelial
growth factor toxin Unigene25068_TWM 1.54 1.69

Snake Venom 5′-Nucleotidase (2) 0.71 3.39

Snake venom 5′-nucleotidase Unigene721_TWM 0.38 1.69

Snake venom 5′-nucleotidase B6EWW8 0.33 1.69

Snake Venom Nerve Growth
Factor (1) 0.18 1.69

Nerve growth factor CL2590.contig1_TWM 0.18 1.69

Phospholipase B (1) 0.18 1.69

Phospholipase B Unigene25350_TWM 0.18 1.69

Total number of proteins: 59 Total protein
abundance (%) 100 100

a,b Protein identification, accession numbers, and corresponding species were derived from databases based on best
homology match. Number in parenthesis: Total number of distinct proteins matched for individual protein/toxin
family. c Accession numbers with suffix “_TWM” were based on an in-house transcript-database specific for
Trimeresurus wiroti (Malaysia). d Relative abundance is calculated by two different methods: (1) Method 1: By
incorporating the relative spectral intensity (of non-redundant peptides belonging to individual protein) with the
area under the curve of chromatographic fraction. (2) Method 2: By dividing the number of individual proteins
by the total number of all proteins identified in the venom. In this example, the total number of proteins was
59, which also served as the denominator. Proteomic data for the species and Method 1 were derived from the
author’s previously published work [47].

Note that in Method 1, the relative abundance of each non-redundant protein was
estimated based on the spectral intensity of its unique peptides derived from MS analysis,
integrated with the peak area of chromatographic fraction in which the protein was eluted.
Method 2, however, is independent of the peptide’s spectral intensity and spectral count.
Instead, each protein was given a fixed ratio of 1:59 (the total number of all non-redundant
proteins identified in the study was 59), or simply 1.69% as its “frequency of occurrence”
among all 59 proteins identified. This method of “quantitation” is misleading, and it does
not provide much meaningful information with regard to the relative abundance of a toxin
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in the venom. Consequently, the cumulative percentage of proteins belonging to the same
family cannot correctly reflect the true composition of the venom.

The generic formulae for Method 1 and Method 2 are, respectively, shown as follows:
Method 1 (considering the use of HPLC for venom protein decomplexation):

Relative abundance o f a protein in an HPLC f raction (%)

= Mean spectral intensity o f protein in a f raction
Total mean spectral intensity o f a f raction × 100%

(1)

Relative abundance o f a protein (%)

= % AUC o f a f raction
Relative abundance o f a protein in a f raction (%)

× 100%
(2)

Method 2 (regardless of decomplexation or non-decomplexation):

Relative abundance o f a protein (%)

= Number o f the protein
Total number o f all proteins × 100%

(3)

4.2.2. Quantifying a Protein without Model Organism

In label-free quantitation by mass spectrometry, the relative spectral peak intensity or
spectral count is used as a surrogate of the protein abundance with two assumptions: (1) The
probability of data-dependent precursor ion selection is higher for abundant precursor ions;
(2) the number of peptide identifications are normalized to account for the fact that larger
proteins tend to contribute more peptide/spectra [163]. The label-free measurements were
long thought to be reliable methods for quantifying protein abundance changes, particularly
in shotgun proteomic analyses [164]. The methods have also been adapted for protein
abundance estimation in snake venomics, credited to the availability of mass spectrometry
with improved resolution for better peptide detection, and the expanding databases in
recent years that complement protein identification. The approach is more efficient than
labelling proteomics, and is increasingly gaining popularity as advancements in genomics
and transcriptomics begin to overcome the limitation of proteomics in studying non-model
organisms [165]. Nevertheless, the approach has sometimes come under criticisms as
label-free quantification methods arguably work only for model organisms whose genomic
or transcriptomic databases are available [34]. According to the disagreeing view, protein
identification is a limiting factor in label-free quantitation, since, in the absence of genome
and transcriptome of the species serving as the model organism, the protein identification
will not be comprehensive to allow for label-free quantitation. It is, however, debatable as
the present databases are deemed by many to be sufficiently mature and comprehensive for
protein identification purposes, provided stringent filtering criteria are applied to discern
distinctive and non-redundant proteoforms. This is believed to hold true for at least most
of the major clades of venomous snakes, as their venom proteins share highly conserved
structures (sequences) to allow for reliable identification. In fact, even though a “model
organism” database is available, most of the time it is still impossible to identify all proteins
in the venom comprehensively, as the protein identification is critically dependent on the
depth of the single database used (that represents the much-insisted model organism), and
any significant genetic variation between the sequenced organism (typically a single snake)
and those which contribute to the venom pool. In author’s experience, when a search is
restricted to only the database of a model organism (i.e., the species), the yield of peptides
detected and the number of proteins identified would be smaller than results obtained from
a search protocol that integrates databases of the model organism and those from public
domains that contain homologous sequence information of other related species. It appears
that the databases are complementary to each other, and their use should not be mutually
exclusive. The insistence on the model organism’s database is reasonable, but without
which, it should not be the reason to reject venomic findings that were analyzed using
publicly available databases. In fact, the beauty of venomics, as it was initiated more than a
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decade before, is that venom proteomics was made possible (virtually for any venomous
snake species) by the evolving technologies—the advancing MS techniques, sophisticated
bioinformatic tools, and the ever-expanding biological databases. Snake venom proteomics
was actually accomplished even before the genome or transcriptome of any particular
venomous snake species was available.

4.2.3. Reconciling the Divergence

At present, the wealth of public databases, bioinformatic tools, and protein search
algorithms have greatly facilitated the profiling of protein diversity in snake venom. View-
points regarding protein quantitation in venomics remain divergent and often conflicting
among toxinologists. The issue cannot be resolved without reaching a consensus on the
terminologies used, and without knowing the pros and cons of analytical methods applied.
The following suggestions are made for reconciling the divergence:

(i) Each protein regarded as a distinct form (proteoform) should be identified based on
the presence of unique peptide(s) not otherwise shared with other known proteins or
isoforms. While homologous sequences are assigned by search engines to different
proteins, these sequences should be inspected meticulously to see if they are indeed
representatives of distinct proteoforms, or simply mergeable into one whose full
sequence is known. Each distinct proteoform is then quantified accordingly, and the
quantity of different proteoforms belonging to a same toxin family should be added
up to represent the relative composition of the protein family in a whole venom.

(ii) Protein abundances should be measured quantitatively and not qualitatively, i.e., the
expressed percentage should indicate the relative amount instead of relative number
of proteins identified. The protein abundances are estimated based on the tandem
MS (MS/MS) spectra derived from individual protein in terms of its peptide count
or spectral intensity, with or without integrating additional parameters, such as chro-
matogram peak area and/or gel intensity (for studies involving protein decomplexa-
tion prior to MS analysis).

(iii) There should be inclusivity of a label-free protein quantitation approach in the absence
of model organism’s genome or transcriptome. Even with the presence of a model
organism’s database, one should realize that an individual specimen may not capture
the entire genomic (and therefore proteomic) diversity of a species, especially so when
it has many populations in which genetic variability is anticipated. The proteomic
algorithms for protein search and quantitation should be optimized using a more
inclusive database that incorporates sequence information from phylogenetically
related snakes and the species itself where available, instead of restricting the search
to only one single species and worse still, a single specimen.

(iv) Both top-down and bottom-up sequencing techniques have pros and cons. Acknowl-
edging the differences and understanding the limitations associated with each ap-
proach will help to reduce conflicting views among researchers. Both approaches may
complement each other, although the top-down method is apparently more attractive
as it allows characterization of intact proteins and PTMs. It is, however, high in cost,
technically difficult, less established in the venomic field, and is unavailable in most
laboratories. Adopting the middle-down sequencing technique may be a promising
solution in this regard.

4.3. Interpretation and Application of Findings

Findings from venomics are proven useful in studying the evolution of venomous
species, improving the treatment of envenomation, and biodiscovery of therapeutics. How-
ever, the comprehensiveness of venomic data is always questionable, and this is obvious in
proteomics as the proteins come with very different sizes, hydrophobicities, glycosylations,
foldings, isoelectric points, etc., that challenge the differential detectability of MS and quan-
titation of protein abundances. The problem is perhaps particularly severe for top-down
proteomics in which whole native proteins are to be analyzed. The bottom-up and middle-
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down proteomics, on the other hand, deal with truncated peptides that come with a much
lower chemical diversity. Some of these peptides are assumed to be detected confidently
as a proxy for the respective proteins, notwithstanding the fact that post-translational
modifications, which somehow contribute to venom protein complexity, could be missed.
Regardless, the comprehensiveness of a venom proteome can always be questioned, as
what is unseen or unknown to the researchers simply does not mean to be absent even
when there is a reference model organism’s database. In this pan-genome era, it should
be understood that no one single database can stand still to claim the comprehensiveness
of all sequences, be it DNA, RNA, or protein of a particular species. Very often, there are
even multiple genomes and transcriptomes from the same species, challenging the concept
of a reference database of model organism. Simply put, one individual snake specimen
can no longer capture the genomic (and therefore proteomic) diversity of a population or
species. Furthermore, with the ever-advancing sequencing and bioinformatic techniques,
assemblies are deepened, gene predictions are improved, and more versions of genomes
are made available from time to time.

The question is, how far can we push the limits in venomics to effectively capitalize
on the pan-genomic data, so as to claim that one’s study is more superior than the other
in terms of “comprehensiveness”? It is virtually impossible to be sure. Yet, it is not
uncommon to come across ideas that fixate on particular data generated at a point of
time, making inferential conclusions of whether or not a gene (and its protein) is unique
to, or, present/absent in a species. On the other hand, it is also impossible to pre-empt
poorly filtered data from being reported or deposited in the public database. Hence, in
the interpretation of venomic findings, it would be wise to take it with a pinch of salt so
as not to fall into the “streetlight effect”, which symbolizes cognitive availability bias. As
depicted in Figure 7, the man was looking for his lost keys right under the streetlight,
believing it was where he dropped them simply because there was light to allow the search.
This is a metaphor of observational bias, which, unfortunately, is also a rather prevalent
issue in science, including the -omics field, where researchers might resort to believing
that all that was seen (data) represent all there are for a species, while ignoring the limits
of proxy, surrogate measure, and the tool (methodology) used in the study. The outcome
is inevitably a biased one that sends the study off track when the researcher looks for
answers where the light is better rather than where the truth is more likely to lie. As it is,
the comprehensiveness of venom constituents could be under-represented as a significant
number of genes and proteins went undetected (due to technical limitations or inherent
variation exhibited by a specimen), or over-interpreted with artifacts when data fed by
MS were not carefully scrutinized, filtered and validated. Looping back to the streetlight
metaphor, one should therefore acknowledge what potentially lies outside the edge of light
(Did I drop my keys in the dark?), and one should be vigilant enough to tell apart the real from
fake found under the light (Which keys are mine, or rather which are not mine?). Asking these
analogous questions may help to reduce one’s tendency to misinterpret the -omic data with
intellectual shortcuts (in this case, snake venom proteomics is referred to), while humbly
welcoming new insights from future studies built on improved technologies. After all, one
can only trust that science is self-correcting, and in good faith the field shall continue to
benefit from constantly proving and disproving established knowledge with new evidence.
In the author’s opinion, the venomic journey is a never-ending quest, and present-day
discoveries are far from the absolute truth—they are merely steps and paths that lead us
closer and closer to the truth.
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Figure 7. Left panel: The streetlight effect illustrated by a man searching for lost keys where the
light is better. This is a metaphor of cognitive availability bias or observational bias. Right panel:
The flashlight, symbolizing the venomic tool, sheds light on the venom composition (proteome) of a
cobra venom. The metaphoric cartoon shows how data could be misinterpreted: (1) The real dataset
is under-represented when whatever (genes and proteins) revealed under the light are concluded as all
that a species/specimen has, while ignoring what possibly lies beyond the edge of light. In this case,
the Kunitz-type serine protease inhibitor, muscarinic toxin-like proteins, and nerve-growth factor,
somehow undetected, were simply left out. (2) The dataset is over-interpreted when enormous data
shined by the light are not carefully filtered and validated to represent the species/specimen studied. In
this example of a cobra’s venomics, the detection of alpha-bungarotoxin, a krait-specific three-finger
toxin should have raised suspicion if it is a false identification.

5. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

The venom-producing phenotype in animals, best illustrated by venomous snakes,
facilitated the shift from a mechanical to a more efficient biochemical method of predation
and defense. Understanding the complexity and diversity of venom is crucial for the im-
provement of envenoming treatment, evolutionary studies, conservation, and biodiscovery.
The transcriptomics and genomics of venomous snakes are greatly advanced by the advent
of next-generation sequencing techniques, whereas the progress in venom proteomics is
largely driven by advancement in mass spectrometry techniques and expanding databases
alongside. Various preparative methods are available to optimize the proteome profiling;
these, broadly, are divided into non-decomplexation and decomplexation methods, where
the latter incorporates protein separation techniques, such as chromatography and gel
electrophoresis prior to mass spectrometry analysis. Conventionally, the venom proteins
are digested enzymatically, followed by in-silico sequencing of the many short fragmentary
peptides before identification based on the best homology match to proteins in databases
(bottom-up approach). A more recently tested method is to sequence the whole protein
intact without enzymatic digestion (top-down approach). While both approaches have pros
and cons, researchers in the future should attempt to apply the alternative “middle-path”
method, i.e., the middle-down sequencing technique where protein digestion is modified
so that peptides with moderate length are produced for sequencing.

Undeniably, proteomic methodologies or protocols adopted in snake venomics varied
widely across studies, resulting in a massive amount of information that is sometimes
confusing with questionable validity. The identification of protein species (or proteforms)
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relies on the resolution capacity of a spectrometer and its sequencing accuracy, while
the quantitation of protein is much more influenced by researchers’ definition of what
an abundance is, and the calculation method to obtain the abundance values. This is
often the most debated part of a snake venom proteomic study, and truly needs to be
reconciled with a consensus among experts. While the strength of venomics is well known,
one should be aware of its weakness and not to fall into the cognitive bias akin to the
streetlight effect. Two extremes of data misinterpretation are common: At one end, the
researcher inflexibly believes in only what one dataset presents and argues against the
presence of genes or proteins not hitherto detected, thus oversimplifying the venom’s
diversity, functionality, and medical impact. At the other end, the researcher is misled by
the presence of invalid genes or proteins identified in the sample, overrating the venom
composition and biological implications.

Another challenge faced in venomic research is difficulty related to sampling (venom
and tissue). Techniques for sample collection and handling are fairly well established at
present, with equipment and reagents that can efficiently minimize sample degradation and
contamination upon collection. The difficulty, in fact, is commonly due to inflexible rules
and regulations pertaining to the collection of wildlife specimens, including their biological
derivatives, and transfer of materials across borders. Awareness of the importance of the
work should be promoted to the government and public for improved policy. International
organizations, such as the WHO, and global teams related to snakebite initiatives, as
well as international funders, can provide fair recognition and support to more expert
representatives from various regions of the world. Inclusive and genuine collaboration
across borders is the way forward.

Moving forward, the field of snake venomics needs constant improvement of method-
ology, updating of the database, and expansion of study subjects to include lesser-known
species as well as those with geographically varied venom phenotypes. A standardized
method that is “one-size-fits-all” is not realistic in venomics; hence, the pros and cons of
various methods should be acknowledged and diverging views among different schools
of researchers ought to be addressed and reconciled. Snake venomics, in the next decade,
should be able to answer the many fundamental questions pertaining to venom evolution
and toxin biology, and successfully contribute toward the WHO’s effort in reducing the
mortality and morbidity of snakebite envenoming by the half in 2030.
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